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MEMORANDUM FOR: D. Eisenhut, Director .

Division of Licensing, NRR .

R. Starostecki, DirectorFROM: .

Division of Project and Resident Programs
;

SUBJECT: REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM PRESSURE CONTROL TESTING AT TMI-1

'

Attached is excerpt from'NRC Inspection Report 50-289/83-01, which documents
the results of the site review of the subject infonnation referenced in the
licensee's letter, dated December 7, 1982 (Hukill to Haynes/Stolz). Based on
our understanding of the limited tested conditions specified by the Atomic
Sa/ety and Licensing Board (ASLB) Partial Initial Decision (PID), dated
December 14, 1981, paragraph 755, it appears that the licensee has met the
Board's recommendations.3

.

' We believe the information presented herein is pertinent to the reopened
hearing on the adequacy of reactor core cooling since reactor coolant system
pressure control.was recognized as an important function during the. Board's
review of natural circulation.and . feed / bleed modes of cooling. Accordingly, we
recommend a board notification on this matter.

1

Please note that natural circulation' and additional pressure control testing is
planned for the low power physics testing program subsequent to reactor
criticality.

*

,

L
R. Starostecki, Director
Division of Project and

Resident Programs

Attachment:-
As Stated

' '

cc w/ attachment:
R. Haynes
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T. Martin'
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i
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5. Reactor Coolant System Pressure Control Testing

a. Pressurizer Heaters

In its Partial Init'ial Decision (PID) of December _14,1981, on Plant-
Design and Procedures and Separation Issues, the THI-1 Restart
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB) at paragraph 755 recognized
the importa.1ce of being able to control Reactor Coolant Sys. tem (RCS)
pressure during natural circulation and feed and bleed cooling modes
for reactor core decay heat removal. The Board recommended
(immediate effectiveness pending Commission decision) that the
licensee demonstrate RCS pressure control using the High Pressure
Injection (HPI) System with the following limited test conditions
specified:

(I) Simulated or actual loss of offsite power;

(2) RCS average coolant temperature close to normal operating
temperature;

(3) Normal letdown system may be used to avoid unnecessary wear and
tear on the safety valves; and,

,

(4) That the test be performed before restart to the satisfaction
of the staff (NRC). .

The licensee's letter, dated December 7, 1982, (No. 5211-82-272,
Hukill to Stolz/Haynes), stated that a test in the fall of 1981
(prior to the issuance of the subject PID) was responsive to the
Board's " requirements" and indicated that'the test records were on
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site available for review. The licensee concluded that appropriate
testing was performed and requested concurrence by the NRC staff.
Accordingly, an onsite review of the below litted documents was
conducted to certify this item

(1) Test Procedure (TP) 664/5, Revision 0, dated August 24, 1981,
Pressurizer Operation Test (Task RM-16) - Test Results
Evaluation, completed October 13, 1981; .

(2) TP 427/2, Revision 0, dated December 18, 1981, Pressurizer.

Heater Emergency Power Functional Test (Task RM-16) - Test
Results Evaluation, completed July 22, 1982; and,-

(3) TP 700/2, Revision 0, dated March 18, 1982 Low Power Natural
Circulation Test.- .

'

Applicable sections of TP 664/5 test data were recorded on
.

September 3-4, 1981, and applicable sections of TP 427/2 test data
were recorded on April. 29-30, 1982.

The first test condition, simulation of loss of offsite power, was
,

met by keeping pressurizer heaters deenergized for two hours and a
'block valve closed preventing pressurizer spray. Reactor coolant

pumps (RCPs) and Turbine Bypass System were used to maintain a'
,

constant RCS average temperature (Tave) simulating.a heat source and
sink a.long with constant RCS flow.

The second condition,-near normal operating temperature, was met by
maintaining a constant Tave at approximately 532*F as noted above.

~

On this -condition, the Board was not clear as to what they defined
normal operating average temperature to be. ' From 0% to 15% reactor
power, Tave is programed from approximately 532*F to 579'F and from
15% to 100% reactor power Tave is maintained at 579'F. On a loss.of
offsite power and following the resultant reactor trip, steam dumps
would control steam pressure at 1030 psig (saturation temperature of
approximately 547*F) without operator action. The cold leg
temperature would approach this saturation temperature. Considering
a 30*-50*F differential temperature (hot leg versus cold leg)
anticipated for natural circulation and pressurizer temperature at
the end of the two hour test (630.4*F), the hot legs should remain
subcooled within a-two hour period. For the purpose of meeting this
condition, the test results at 532*F are acceptable.

The third test condition, which pennitted the use of the letdown
system was met. Pressurizer level control was in automatic
maintaining level at 220-222", with recorded data indicating makeup
flow at approximately 29-30 gpm. A qualitative analysis of the data
indicated that makeup flow responded to the level shrink'in the
pressurizer due to ambient heat losses without the use of
pressurizer heaters. Pressurizer temperature decreased from 643*F
(2164 psig, RCS pressure) to 630.4*F (1945 psig, RCS pressure)
during the two hour test.
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The fourth condition was met in that the test was performed before
i

restart and'was evaluated during this inspection period.

The following inspection findings should be noted. Pressure control
in the plant during the test were governed primarily by the
saturation conditions in the pressurizer. The makeup system (makeup
pumps are the HPI pumps) and letdown system were used to maintain
RCS water inventory. The inspector reviewed the makeup' pump

. performance curves and noted that there would be sufficient head
capacity for the makeup pumps to fill the pressurizer to a " solid".

(no steam bubble) condition and raise pressure to the code safety
setpoint (2500 + 1% psig), if desired. Licensee representatives
indicated that a solid plant test was not planned and was not-

| warranted since they shared the Board's concern on unnecessary wear
and tear on the safety valves. Further sufficient information
exists to demonstrate the ability of the Makeup Pumps to raise
pressure to the safety valve set point, if desired.

.

Based on the inspector's understanding of the Board's recomenda--
tions, the licensee has fulfilled the intent of the RCS pressure
control testing and the inspector has no further questions at this

4 time. Additional testing is planned as noted below.
'

'

(b) Connection of Pressurizer Heaters to Diesels
'

In a related matter to the above, the Board required (pending
Comission decision on immediate effectiveness), in paragraph 772 of

] the subject PID, that the licensee demonstrate, in a test, the
~ connection and energization of pressurizer heaters from the

emergency busses. Limited test conditions specified by the board
were:

(1) To be conducted under conditions that could be reasonably
expected at the time such connection would be desirable;

' (2) Monitored by the staff (NRC); and,-

(3) Results evaluated by the staff.

Test Procedure 664/2' demonstrated that the energization of Group 8
| or 9 pressurizer heaters (126 KW each) provides sufficient energy to
(- turn the pressure decrease at the end of the two hour test
' referenced above. Since the modification to supply emergency bus

power to these heaters was not completed in September 1981, normal
j, power was used. In April 1982, it (TP 427/2) was demonstrated that

Group 8 or 9 heaters could be transferred to the emergency busses
i within 26 minutes and 17 minutes, respectively; but it was not

monitored by NRC.'

A test (TP 700/2) integrating heater power supply transfer,
energization and pressure control is planned for the Low Power
Physics Testing in May 1982. This test procedure was primarily
developed to demonstra.te natural circulation with reactor power at
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approximately 3% to simulate post trip decay heat, no RCPs, Tave at
541 + '2*F, and RCS heat removal using the turbine bypass system. *

However, the transfer of Group 8 and 9 pressurizer heaters-to
emergency power will also be conducted. At that time, the NRC staff
will be notified and will monitor the test and evaluate the test ;

resul ts.

The inspector concluded that the subject ASLB requirements have not
yet been met'and will be certified in a subsequent inspection. This
area is unresolved pending completion of licensee action and.

subsequent NRC review (289/83-01-01).
-
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